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Mission  
 

Central Virginia Horse Rescue, Inc (CVHR) is a Global Federation of 
Animal Sanctuaries Verified 501(c)3 non-profit organization dedicated 
to the compassionate care of equines.  Our mission is to save, 
protect, and rehabilitate equines in need.  We rescue unwanted, 
abused, neglected, abandoned equines and slaughter bound; provide 
them with care and rehabilitation; and finally find them a compatible, 
loving home.  We believe that education is the long-term solution to 
improving the lives of equines. 
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About CVHR 

 Central Virginia Horse Rescue, Inc. (CVHR) is a 501(c)3 non-profit 
organization, incorporated in VA in the year 2010. Tax ID#.27-2967793 

  Verified Status with Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries 

 Top Rated Non Profit 2012 and 2013 with Great NonProfits  

 Member of The Homes For Horses Coalition Staffed by volunteers  

 Has worked with Animal Control in 2 states and 6 different counties 
 

  Goals  

 To rescue unwanted horses from auctions and feedlots.  
 To educate horse-owners and the public about proper equine care, and 

the problems of neglect, abuse, and slaughter. 
 To rescue equines from neglectful and abusive situations by educating 

owners, helping to place at-risk equines and ultimately working within the 
bounds of the law to remove equines from their owner's care when 
deemed necessary. 

 To provide gelding for unwanted stallions until they can be placed in an 
adoptive home. 

 To rehabilitate sick, injured and underweight equines and restore them to a 
state of health 

 To end the suffering of those equines that cannot be rehabilitated by 
means of humane euthanasia. 

 To find all equines that come under the care of CVHR a compatible, loving 
home. 

 To maintain a ‘haybank’ to provide feed for horses in emergency 
situations.  
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Programs 

 

Equine Rescue 

Our primary goal is to rescue abused, neglected, starving and unwanted horses 
whether those horses come in from owner surrenders, animal control cases or 
auctions.   These horses will receive the food, training and veterinary care 
needed to facilitate their recovery.  Once the horses have regained their health 
they are made evaluated and made available for adoption to approved homes. 
The economic situation has meant that there are more horses being sold and 
fewer people buying them.  This has made it almost impossible to find homes for 
horses that are in danger.  These horses are being abandoned, given away or 
sold at auction.  CVHR will provide a temporary home for these horses until a 
safe and loving adoptive home can be found. 
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Gelding Fund 
 
Many horses are unwanted simply because they are a stallion.  At best, a well 
trained stallion has to be kept separate from the general horse population. At 
worst, they are unruly and hard to handle.  They need experienced handlers and 
trainers. 
 
Currently an untrained mare or gelding, sells for an average of under $200 and 
gelding a stallion costs between $200 - $400.  Simple economics tell you that if 
you are in the market for a horse, you are going to look for a mare or gelding 
before you even consider a stallion. 
 
Many people are faced with euthanizing their horse simply because they cannot 
afford to have it gelded and no one will take it (even free) because it is a stallion.  
Many others will just turn the stallion out with their mares and the result will be 
more unwanted horses. 
 
CVHR will work with stallion owners to have the stallion gelded and then to find it 
a compatible home.  If necessary, CVHR will accept the stallion for gelding, 
evaluation, training and re-homing.  
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CVHR has taken in over 25 stallions in the past 3 years, gelded them and found 
them good homes.   
 
 

 
Youth Outreach 

 
CVHR works with youth through local 4-H clubs and scout programs.  We also 
hope to organize a young rescuer's club on site.  We will have volunteers 
available to speak on horse care and rescue for any civic organizations.  We also 
hope to work with animal control on educating owners of at risk horses on proper 
care and feeding. 
 
CVHR has a summer camp program for children ages 9 and up and we offer a 
scholarship program to disadvantaged children.   
 
 
 

Public Education 
 
CVHR will be setting up a booth at local horse events and fairs.  Brochures and 
material on proper horse care will be made available to the general public.  We 
also hope to have horse health clinics with demonstrations of dental exams, 
microchipping, coggins testing, etc. 
 
We will be offering a Horse Ownership 101 course in 2014.   
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Contact  

 

Central Virginia Horse Rescue, Inc 

389 Boydton Plank Road 
Brodnax, VA 23920 

 
434-774-6607 

 

On The Web: 

 
http://www.centralvahorserescue.org  

http://facebook.com/CentralVAHorseRescue 
 
 

http://www.centralvahorserescue.org/
http://facebook.com/CentralVAHorseRescue
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What Our Donors Say! 
 

 “Central Virginia Horse Rescue is an organization that works hard to ensure not only that 

their goals of helping the equine community through working with owners, regional animal 
control agencies, and auctions, but they also remain responsible stewards of the donations 
they receive. They ensure donors know where the money is going, make responsible 
decisions about spending, and work to include their supporters in different decisions.  
 
I have proudly been a supporter and donor since 2012, but watched them for a time before 
making the decision to contribute. I have watched CVHR work tirelessly to help neglected 
and starved horses recover in a healthy way (not rushed), and celebrated more than 100 
adoptions since their inception. Without question, when it is time to add ponies to our family, I 
will not hesitate to look to CVHR.” Stern Family of VA   
 

 

“After following and being a supporter of CVHR for a few years, my husband and I went 

down for a weekend visit. Not only have Cindy and her volunteers shined from afar, in person 
they were all even more exceptional. The horses are all in wonderful shape, with great 
manners and friendly attitudes, the barn is very clean and well kept- everything is, once 
again, run just the way it should be. With so many organizations being "shady", CVHR stands 
out as one of the most honest and transparent organizations I have ever dealt with. You 
really cannot go wrong supporting this rescue and the horses in Cindy's care.”  Jamie Ayers 
 
 
“My experience with Central Virginia Horse Rescue has been nothing but positive. The heart 
and soul of the organization, and its founder, Cindy, is a shining example of how a non profit 
should run... She knows so much about what her rescue 's mission is --saving horses and 
getting them OUT of the slaughter pipeline... and she shares her knowledge graciously to any 
who ask... I live in NY, but actively follow CVHR and the tremendous work they do on a daily 
basis. Cindy is resourceful...she's realistic...and she's inspirational for her fans, supporters, 
and fellow non profit rescues. CVHR is definitely a champion in the non profit world. 
DONATE! SPONSOR! ADOPT! be part of the solution! “sincerely, Rene Hallal-Gonen 
 
 
“I have been following CVHR for quite some time on Facebook. I have been very impressed 
with their work and their dedication to save horses from slaughter and abuse. I do not readily 
give or donate to causes until, I have studied them for awhile. I truely believe in their cause 
and will support it in the best way I can. Thank you CVHR for all you do !´ Debbie P 
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What a difference some hay makes! 
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